BUCKET CALF SHOW

Saturday, July 30, 12:30 a.m.

CLASS 34902 - BUCKET CALVES -10-12 YEARS OLD

CLASS 34901 - BUCKET CALVES - 7-9 YEARS OLD

BUCKET CALF SHOW SUPERINTENDENTS:
Michael Edelman, Adam Kramer, David Lueger, Dean Koch,
Justin Stallbaumer, Kevin Kohake, Lane Deters, Ryan Burdiek,
Ryan Edelman, Scott Edelman, Scott Schremmer

Judge: Bill Toews
1st & 2nd Place in each age division will be awarded a prize donated by the Nemaha County Cattle Women.

Bucket Calf Ring Entry Order

CLASS 34902 - 10-12 YEAR OLDS -
GROUP A:
1. 16 - Calie Deters, Centralia Aces
2. 195 - Jacob Stallbaumer, Red Rustlers
3. 157 - Tenley Deters, Achievers
4. 191 - Lucy Metzger, Woodlawn Meadowlarks
5. 50 - Paycen Schremmer, Busy Jayhawkers
6. 40 - Susannah Edelman, Stateliners
7. 133 - Mason Dalinghaus, HHHH
8. 17 - Avrey Deters, Centralia Aces
9. 81 - Trent Stuke, Kelly Twilighters
10. 207 - Wyatt Koch, Achievers
11. 38 - Nathan Smith, Busy Jayhawkers
12. 115 - Erin Smith, Kelly Twilighters
13. 194 - Kaydence Stallbaumer, Red Rustlers

CLASS 34901 - 7-9 YEAR OLDS -
GROUP A:
1. 150 - Carly Lueger, Kelly Twilighters
2. 82 - Treyton Stuke, Kelly Twilighters
3. 76 - Kaylin Kohake, HHHH
4. 164 - Jaxon Edelman, Busy Jayhawkers
5. 102 - Heston Kramer, Achievers
6. 134 - Katelynn Lueger, Kelly Twilighters
7. 148 - Avery Lueger, Kelly Twilighters
8. 93 - Waylon Briggs, Achievers
9. 27 - Tyson Henry, Kelly Twilighters
10. 262 - Ethan Strathman, Pony Express

CLASS 34901 - 7-9 YEAR OLDS -
GROUP B:
1. 142 - Quentin Talley, Red Rustlers
2. 234 - Declan Burdiek, Red Rustlers
3. 204 - Lenny Koch, Achievers
4. 101 - Dagen Kramer, Achievers
5. 72 - Will Macke, HHHH
6. 218 - Emma Stallbaumer, Red Rustlers
7. 26 - Conner Henry, Kelly Twilighters
8. 49 - Melanie Schremmer, Busy Jayhawkers
9. 230 - Evan Deters, Achievers

Don’t get ready too soon! Come watch Class 34902, then bring your calf to the ring. Your calf gets hot standing!